
Patricia Bueno Pedrosa

Passionate, outcome-focused product manager with experience leading cross-functional teams to
research, plan, build, launch, and manage multi-million pound consumer products. Obsessed with
building products people love.
Launched a brand-new platform for a high-profile start-up remotely. Developed features and strategies
that raised engagement by 400% in one year through deep understanding of social motivations.
Comfortable working with cross-functional stakeholders. Excited about MVP and iterating.
Certified Professional Scrum Master and experienced in Kanban.

Work History

Feb 2019 -
Current

Product Manager
DriveTribe, London, UK

Worked directly with stakeholders to define and manage requirements for
features.
Measured results and assisted KPI optimization.
Direct contact with players from Engineering, Data Science, Business
Development, Communications and Legal teams.
Managed product backlog in collaboration with CTO.
Developed new products and projects that fulfill stakeholder, commercial,
editorial and community needs.
Able to wireframe entire applications quickly.
Supported design process with specs, constructive UX feedback and data
collected via concept testing and experimentation to achieve rapid-
prototyping.
Hands-on QA and collaborating with engineers in order to facilitate and
remove any challenges raised.
Produced extensive product documentation, specifications, and user
manuals.
In direct contact with users by managing internal and external help desks,
suggestion channels, and feedback sessions.
Saved thousands of pounds by eliminating need for complex help systems
such as Intercom.
Defined product KPIs/OKRs to drive UX, SEO, and strategy improvements which
were integral in raising MAU and engagement by 400% in one year.
Conceptualized and deployed enhanced product features and optimized
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implementation for use in marketing strategies.
Coordinated project planning and execution with team members and team
leads.
Collected customer requirements, directed testing and conducted
continuous evaluations to make proactive adjustments to marketing
approaches.
Developed product documentation to communicate and align key
components of upcoming features and products to internal teams.
Worked with marketing teams to create, deploy and optimize effective
campaigns for platform growth.
Championed customer experience through expert analyzation and
communication.

Jul 2019 -
Current

Product Manager
FoodTribe, London, UK

Led expansion of DriveTribe into new vertical (Food), concept-to-launch in
one month.
Reorganized existing homepage feeds and Tribes structures, which increased
engagement in editorial and user-generated content.
Developed cross-vertical features that can be replicated easily.
Monitored market trends and competitor performance and analyzed gaps to
update promotional strategies and maximize sales.
Consulted with product development teams to enhance products based on
customer data.
Managed benchmarks, product demonstrations and testimonials for
performance evaluation.
Conceptualized and deployed enhanced product features and optimized
implementation for use in marketing strategies.
Managed FoodTribe's product development cycle, including prototyping
designs and coordinating production.
Coordinated project planning and execution with team members and team
leads.
Delivered 500k CDAU first trimester post-launch.

Nov 2017 -
Feb 2020

Community Manager
DriveTribe, London, UK

Developed ambassador program to handle content promotion.
Defined initial set of standards for curation to elevate quality of user content.
Implemented Creators' Programme to encourage development of user
content.
Taught users how to better use tools such as comments, quizzes, and
engagement modules, which are crucial for data collection and improved
KPIs.
Provided 24/7 creative, career, and marketing advice to 400 young
automotive journalists, influencers, and talent.



Managed team of 40 global ambassadors to generate original content and
moderate online community members.
Moderated content, comments, live chat, and internal user conversations,
building DriveTribe's reputation as friendliest motoring community and media
website.
Handled all user tech help requests on web and app for 10M+ MAU,
replicated and triaged bug reports.
Worked directly with CPO, providing new product ideas from feedback
collated from users, reporting bugs, and testing new releases.
Curated and segmented editorial content to increase engagement and
channel growth.
Improved page content, keyword relevancy, and branding to achieve search
engine optimization goals.

Oct 2016 -
Mar 2017

Web Search Evaluator
Leapforce, Pleasanton, CA

Evaluated and reported quality and relevance of search results, widgets, and
other tools for Google.
Served customers efficiently, following outlined steps of service.
Proved successful working within tight deadlines and fast-paced atmosphere.
Handled over 10 reviews per hour to address customer inquiries and concerns.

Aug 2015 -
Aug 2016

Product Manager
Rede Protege Pagamentos, São Paulo, Brazil

Developed compact, contact-less mobile Point of Service for micro-businesses
transactions, mobile phone and subway card refills.
Managed benchmarks, product demonstrations and testimonials for
performance evaluation.
Managed mPOS product development cycle, including prototyping designs
and coordinating mass production.
Coordinated project planning and execution with team members and team
leads.
Developed product documentation to communicate and align key
components of upcoming features and products to internal teams.
Delivered comprehensive business plan in 4 months.

Aug 2015 -
Nov 2015

Social Media Evaluator
Appen, Sydney, Australia

Evaluated and reported quality and relevance of ads for Facebook.
Identified target market and key segments through in-depth analysis of
markets and related trends.
Evaluated 20 ads per hour.

Accomplishments



Features developed at DriveTribe/Joyride/FoodTribe:
subscription services (store, ads free and content awards), cryptocurrency and gamification,
store, affiliate modules, native ads, live events, leaderboards, quizzes, polls, engagement
modules with lead generation, iOS/Android apps, responsive web, publishing tool, user profile,
feeds, internal tools, etc.

Additional Information

Tools utilized on DriveTribe:
Kanbanize, Trello, InVision, Slack, Google Hangouts, Keynote, G Suite, Intercom, Photoshop,
Google Analytics, Firebase, Big Query, JSFiddle, etc.

Certifications

Dec 2019 PSM I

Education

Feb 2021 -
Current

Bachelor of Science: Computer Science
Estácio - Belo Horizonte, MG - Brazil

Aug 2011 -
Aug 2015

Bachelor of Arts: Arts, Music (Cello And Chamber Music)
University Of Missouri - St. Louis - St. Louis, MO - USA

Jan 2009 -
Aug 2011

Bachelor of Arts: Arts, Music (Cello)
Universidade Federal De Minas Gerais - Belo Horizonte, MG - Brazil

Jan 2003 -
Dec 2005

Technical: Business Administration
Escola Técnica De Formação Gerencial - SEBRAE/MG - Belo Horizonte, MG - Brazil

Languages

English

Portuguese

Spanish

French


